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Abstract Personalized multimedia content which suits user preferences and the usage
environment, and as a result improves the user experience, gains more importance. In
this paper, we describe an architecture for personalized video adaptation and presen-
tation for mobile applications which is guided by automatically generated annotations.
By including this annotation information, more intelligent adaptation techniques can
be realized which primarily reduce the quality of unimportant regions in case a bit rate
reduction is necessary. Furthermore, a presentation layer is added to enable advanced
multimedia viewers to adequately present the interesting parts of a video in case the
user wants to zoom in. This architecture is the result of collaborative research done in
the EU FP6 IST INTERMEDIA project.
Keywords Annotation · Adaptation · Rich media presentation · Personalized
multimedia
1 Introduction
Many situations exist where personalized multimedia is highly desirable in order to
improve the user experience. Therefore, on the one hand, properties of multimedia
need to match the current user situation such as the available network bandwidth,
display device capabilities, etc. On the other hand, personal user preferences need to
be taken into account to enable user-centric convergence of multimedia. This vision is
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2generally known as Universal Multimedia Access (UMA) and is one of the research fields
covered by the EU FP6 IST project Interactive Media with Personal Networked Devices
(INTERMEDIA) [15]. In particular, one of the objectives of this project is to generate
a common vision on user-centric multimedia services in shared content environments to
provide users with content personalized to their (semantic) user preferences and usage
environments [10].
To cope with the challenges imposed by the UMA paradigm, video content needs to
be adapted to the capabilities of the terminal device, the network constraints, and the
preferences of the user. Furthermore, when dealing with client devices characterized by
small displays, additional techniques such as presentation layers are needed to optimally
present the content. To make these different techniques aware of the actual content
of the video files, annotation information is indispensable. The aim of this paper is to
combine efforts from the video analysis, video adaptation, and multimedia presentation
domains to customize multimedia content to the user preferences.
In particular, we propose a framework that illustrates how multimedia annotations
can guide adaptation and presentation techniques to create personalized multimedia for
applications with limited bandwidth and display constraints, such as mobile devices.
Firstly, in order to satisfy the bandwidth constraints imposed by the network or the
decoding capability of the terminal devices, efficient adaptation techniques for reducing
the bit rate are required [35]. Typically, these adaptation techniques will reduce the
quality of the entire frame. However, by incorporating region-of-interest information,
more intelligent adaptations can be realized by assigning different priority levels to
particular areas. Unfortunately, content collections often lack any metadata related
to ROIs which can be used to steer context-aware adaptations. Therefore, automatic
content analysis and annotation techniques are of paramount importance.
Secondly, in order to comply with the limited display constraints of mobile devices and
the user preferences, presentation techniques are indispensable. According to Knoche et
al. [17], it is important to offer people the possibility to individually adjust the viewing
size of the content when dealing with mobile devices. Furthermore, they verify that up-
scaling or zooming into the picture can lead to better user experience when consuming
content on mobile devices as detailed information in video sequences can otherwise no
longer be seen. Therefore, in this paper, a dynamic presentation layer is added which
takes into account the user preferences by using interactions, the characteristics of the
device, and the ROI information generated during the annotation process. As such,
advanced multimedia viewers can present the ROIs in the adapted video streams in a
suitable manner using this presentation layer.
By combining the three different research domains, both adaptation and presenta-
tion techniques can become more intelligent as the semantics of the underlying video
are taken into consideration.
The different aspects of personalized video adaptation and presentation guided by
annotations are further described in the remainder of this paper. First, related work
on personalization of multimedia content is provided in Section 2. Next, as the first
building block in our architecture, the automatic metadata generation is discussed
in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 elaborate on adaptation techniques and rich media
presentations respectively which are guided by ROI information. Performance results
are discussed in Section 6 and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
32 Related work
Multimedia customization is an essential aspect in the development of solutions for
UMA [7]. Consequently, a wide variety of multimedia customization approaches have
already been proposed, as described by Magalha˜es et al. [20]. These approaches can
be divided into two major categories: media bitstream selection and adaptation. Me-
dia selection tries to identify the most adequate multimedia bitstream from a set of
available bitstreams with different characteristics. Multimedia adaptation, on the other
hand, involves the transformation of the content if the available variations provided
by multimedia selection are not adequate enough. Depending on the scalability provi-
sions present in the bitstream, the desired layers need to be extracted or transcoding
operations need to be performed.
Depending on which target applications are considered, the adaptation operations
can be divided into structural and semantic adaptations. Most publications deal with
structural adaptation techniques, which are typically performed to adapt multimedia
resources according to network and terminal characteristics of the end-user. To obtain
different quality versions, the video streams are adjusted along different scalability
axes. Temporal scalability determines the frame rate; spatial scalability decreases the
resolution of a video stream; Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) scalability adjusts the visual
quality.
Besides structural adaptations, semantic adaptation operations are gaining impor-
tance. This type of adaptation typically involves the temporal and/or spatial reduction
of a multimedia asset and can be realized by combining the user preferences with meta-
data revealing semantic knowledge of the resource. The most meaningful parts of the
video may have different coding than others, so as to adapt video transmission to both
user’s requirements and device’s capabilities.
One type of spatial semantic adaptation is attaching a higher priority to the regions-
of-interest during the adaptation process. Like most publications in this domain, Cav-
allaro et al. start with the extraction of the semantic metadata from the video by
performing background subtraction to obtain the moving objects [6]. The different re-
gions are then assigned to different classes of relevance, leading to different qualities
when encoding the video streams. Applied to object-based coding standards such as
MPEG-4, the different regions are coded using different video objects. For frame-based
coding standards such as MPEG-1, the amount of transform coefficients in the areas
corresponding to background is reduced or the background in the video is lowpass-
filtered prior to encoding. Bertini et al. [2] and Cucchiara et al. [8] follow a similar
approach by employing different quality levels during encoding. Baccichet et al. [1]
make use of the more recent H.264/AVC video standard to code the video streams.
They divide the foreground and background regions in different slice groups. When
working with static background regions, this implies that only the slices corresponding
to moving objects need to be transmitted to the client. In contrast to the aforemen-
tioned algorithms, the surveillance system proposed by Hata et al. does not perform an
encoding step [12]. Instead, the system transcodes the original JPEG2000 video stream
in the compressed domain based on the ROI information.
Another technique for spatial semantic adaptation involves the cropping and scaling
of content by selecting a suitable, semantically meaning region in the video. On the one
hand, this decision can be taken prior to encoding and involves no further interaction
with the user [23,34]. During the selection of the desired region, not only metadata, but
also the display resolution of the target device are considered to achieve a reasonable
4playback of a video. On the other hand, to enable user interaction, client-server systems
have been proposed that interactively stream the desired region of the original video
sequence [11,22,26]. To reduce the bandwidth consumed, the original video sequence
is typically divided into multiple, independently coded tiles. Only those tiles which
correspond to the desired region need to be extracted and transmitted. Due to the
interaction between client and server, some latency is introduced.
In this paper, both aforementioned spatial semantic adaptation types are combined.
Firstly, compressed-domain transcoding of H.264/AVC sequences guided by ROI in-
formation is performed on the server in order to distribute the available bit rate over
the different priority regions. Secondly, a dynamic presentation layer is added to the
video which enables the user to easily zoom into the ROIs. By offering this flexibility,
the user is able to decide whether he prefers the original version of the content or the
suggested regions. As the original transcoded version is completely sent to the client,
no further bandwidth reduction is achieved during transmission when only requesting
a region of interest. However, this also implies that no latency is encountered and that
the original sequence does not need to support the tiled coding patterns. To offer these
two types of spatial semantic adaptation, existing techniques in the domain of video
analysis, video adaptation, and multimedia presentation are brought together in or-
der to obtain a framework for personalized multimedia content combining two types
of spatial semantic adaptation, which is in contrast to related work which generally
focuses on one issue.
In this context, the importance of standardization cannot be underestimated. MPEG
and other standardization bodies have already dedicated a lot of effort to the stan-
dardization of tools for this application field. The first dimension relates to content
coding (e.g., MPEG-1, MPEG-2, H.264/AVC, SVC); the second to content description
and metadata (e.g., MPEG-7 [21]); the third to all issues related to content delivery
(MPEG-21 [5]). In particular, the goal of the MPEG-21 standard is to realize the UMA
paradigm by making use of the aforementioned standards for content coding and con-
tent description. As elaborated on in [3,10], the general INTERMEDIA architecture for
multimedia adaptation is built on several components of the MPEG-21 framework as
well as on MPEG-7 metadata descriptions. In this general architecture, the desired bit
rate adaptation techniques and the corresponding optimal settings of the transcoding
parameters for the current situation should be determined by the adaptation decision
taking engine (ADTE) and are executed on the server or possibly on a proxy on the
network. On the other hand, the scene description adaptation techniques which guide
the presentation are done at the client side based on user inputs.
3 Automatic content annotation
During the last years, the field of image understanding has made significant progress.
Different tasks such as shot boundary detection, face detection, optical character recog-
nition, and even matching existing scripts to dialogs can now be handled by autonomous
systems. Typically these techniques are used and evaluated in the context of informa-
tion retrieval, i.e. searching digital libraries of stored media. An overview about this
can be found in TrecVID [30].
In the context of Universal Multimedia Access (UMA), a new application field for
automatic image understanding has arisen. As described above, sensible and intelligent
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Fig. 1 Annotation pipeline with generic and specialized object detection concepts.
adaptation of media that originally has been authored for bigger screens like television
or cinema needs annotation.
The INTERMEDIA content annotation tool chain has been designed with per-
sonalized media adaptation and presentation in mind. It therefore extracts only those
media characteristics that can be evaluated based on the current viewing situation to
form an adaptation decision. At first, temporal segmentation is applied to find indi-
vidual shots with mostly uniform media characteristics. This information is necessary
for the following processing steps, but it can also be used for easily skimming content,
skipping blocks or automatically creating a simple table of contents. Every shot is then
analyzed for spatial partitioning.
Without any further knowledge on the kind of media content, general criteria are
necessary to differentiate between important and less important parts. For INTER-
MEDIA, we chose the concept of foreground versus background to identify ROIs.
Based on such annotations, the adaptation process can be steered to assign higher
priority to (hopefully) more important foreground objects than to the surrounding
background parts.
In parallel, specific objects are detected and tracked. Faces are important parts of
typical visual media. Other kinds of objects could be interesting for certain domains
like a football or cars for sports, or certain animals for documentaries. If special objects
are present, media presentations can be personalized even more.
However, since there is no perfect and complete set of object categories per se, the
generic segmentation information is always kept as a fall-back. This general structure
is depicted in Fig. 1.
3.1 Temporal segmentation
The first step of the automatic annotation process is the detection of different scenes.
Via shot boundary detection, the temporal information in form of single shots is ex-
tracted. The detection of shot boundaries (or scene cuts) has been an area of active
research for many years and techniques based on color histograms in HSV color space
have been proven to be robust [29][4].
By averaging over a couple of frames, small jumps in histogram entries are smoothed
and only non-transient changes result in a jump in histogram differences that indicate
a shot boundary. Also, a long-term comparison with the start of the current shot allows
detecting gradual changes resulting from transition effects like wipes or dissolves.
63.2 Generic spatial segmentation
For every temporal segment, spatial segmentation information is extracted. In IN-
TERMEDIA, generic object detection is based on motion compensated background
subtraction. Background subtraction, being a standard approach for static cameras in
surveillance scenarios, can be applied to general video content by compensating for
camera motion.
The authors have presented an approach for motion compensated background sub-
traction that relies on global motion estimation and artificial background generation
in [33]. We generate an artificial background image for every frame of a shot by fol-
lowing pixel trajectories into future and past frames as predicted by the estimated
global motion model. Each resulting artificial background image is subtracted from its
corresponding original frame.
As the resulting difference image contains small artifacts, we use a segment based
diffusion for post-processing [32]. A color segmentation is performed grouping nearby
pixels to segments that either belong to the foreground or background. The diffusion
process exploits then the relationship between adjacent segments and propagates the
difference energy. That way the decision whether a pixel belongs to the foreground
or background is transferred to the segment level. Compare Fig. 2 for an exemplary
frame.
(a) previous frame (b) current frame (c) subsequent frame
(d) artificial background (e) background subtraction re-
sult
(f) post-processed difference
image
Fig. 2 Motion compensated background subtraction
This approach delivers pixel-accurate contours and masks for all those spatial re-
gions of a video shot that cannot be described by a background model. It does not rely
on any information about the objects and it is not restricted to special characteristics
of a shot other than that there are objects that move relative to a background. More-
over, its underlying assumption (i.e. that there is foreground and background) seems
very natural, as the reason for spatial segmentation is often to find ROIs.
7In this respect even multiple objects can be detected that move different to the
global motion. However, we have only considered single objects forming a single tra-
jectory over time. Estimating the trajectory of multiple objects needs to incorporate
additional information about the object’s appearance in order to deal with occlusion
[14] and is considered in future work.
3.3 Specialized object detection and tracking
In addition to this generic approach to spatial segmentation, the INTERMEDIA frame-
work detects and tracks specific object categories. Knowing that an object represents
a face for example, gives a lot more information that can be exploited for semantic
adaptation. We use an object detection scheme based on a boosted cascade of simple
features [37].
The detector itself is represented by a degenerate decision tree (i.e., the cascade).
Using the scanning window approach, an image is sampled at multiple positions and
scales. Every sampled window is passed to the root of the tree and each node (called
“stage”) has the task to reject a certain percentage of non-objects but pass nearly all
real object candidates on to the next stage, as illustrated in Fig. 3. True positives (i.e.
image windows that truly contain the object) have to pass all classifier stages. The
majority of the sampled windows will however not contain the object nor anything
that looks similar to some degree. Since these regions are rejected at early stages, the
average processing power spent per sampled window is very low.
However, only object categories that have been previously learned can be detected.
As it is unfeasible to learn every possible object category, we have focused on the
detection of faces. In principle this detector scheme can be extended by any kind
of object, as long as the underlying training set covers all variations of the object’s
appearance [31].
sampled window Classifier Stage 1 Classifier Stage  2 Classifier Stage  N positive
negative
[...]
Fig. 3 Cascade of weak classifiers.
Unfortunately, the detection scheme is only moderately accurate regarding the
localization quality. Over subsequent frames of a video, the detected location and scale
of the same object may vary markedly. For that reason a Kalman filtering approach
is used for object tracking, modeling the location, velocity and size of the object. It
is also used to correct missing detections if for some reason the object could not be
found in a single frame. This way an object can be properly detected and tracked until
it disappears, providing the information about size and location of very specific ROIs.
Fig. 4(a) illustrates the result of the face detection and tracking process on the Crew
sequence. While the astronauts approach the camera, most of their faces are visible.
A camera pan follows and many faces turn away, while bystanders become visible.
8Appearance and disappearance of faces 1 to 15 in the Crew sequence are depicted in
Fig. 4(b).
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Fig. 4 Specialized object detection results on Crew sequence
4 Region-of-interest-based video adaptation
As described above, multimedia adaptation is required to for example match the bit
rate of the video signal to the available network bandwidth. Adaptation techniques will
typically reduce the quality of the entire frame to comply with the constraints [35].
However, by incorporating ROI information which is derived from the annotations, as
described in Section 3, more intelligent adaptations can be realized.
Although scalability provisions at the encoder side might allow easy adaptation
of video streams, such as with the scalable extension of the H.264/AVC video coding
standard (SVC) [27], practical video encoders are likely to output single-layer video
streams. Hence, adaptation of coded video content remains a challenging task. This is
only reinforced by the high complexity of state of the art video coding algorithms.
As a straightforward solution of video adaptation, a coupled decoder and encoder
might be used, where the output of the decoder is fed to the re-encoding process. Given
the high computational complexity of both modules, and in particular the encoder,
such a solution is not viable in typical use cases. In order to reduce the computational
burden of the adaptation, it is pivotal that information from the incoming bitstream
is reused during adaptation.
Transcoding solutions provide fast adaptation by reusing data of the input stream
such as motion vectors and prediction modes. As a result, the search space is reduced
during transcoding when compared to re-encoding, hereby allowing a significant in-
crease in processing speed. The presented video transcoding module is able to reduce
the bit rate of the incoming coded video signal to comply with the constraints imposed
by the environment, such as the available network bandwidth. Typically, the bit rate of
the video stream is determined by the coarseness of the quantization during encoding
[9,24]. When a reduction in bit rate is desired, this can be accomplished by requan-
tizing the prediction error coefficients with a coarser quantization step size, which is
indexed by the quantization parameter (QP, which can take values from 0 to 51 for
H.264/AVC).
9(a) original quality in ROI (572 kbps) (b) trade-off in quality for ROI and back-
ground (563 kbps)
Fig. 5 Examples of ROI-based adaptation.
Traditional transcoding techniques will reduce the quality of the entire frame [35].
However, when watching a video sequence, one will typically pay more attention to
the important parts in the sequence. By assigning higher priority to the ROIs, as
extracted in Section 3, more intelligent adaptations can be realized. Hata et al. [13]
already investigated several object-aware approaches to transcode JPEG 2000 surveil-
lance sequences. In this paper, we will take a closer look at the block-based H.264/AVC
video coding standard [39].
In this ROI-aware transcoder, the quality of the picture after transcoding remains
high in the ROI(s), while the background quality will be reduced, resulting in a lowered
bit rate for the overall video sequence. In this way, the data in the bitstream will be
apportioned to the relevant regions in the video sequence, while overhead and quality
of the less important background regions will be reduced. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 5(a), where the high quality is only maintained for the ROIs detected in Fig. 2,
while other regions are heavily quantized, leading to a significant bit rate reduction.
In case the original quality of the video sequence is very high, the difference in
quality between the ROIs and the background can be experienced as disturbing. Fur-
thermore, as the ROIs remain in the highest quality, the amount of bits needed to code
these regions stays unaffected. Therefore, when certain bit rate constraints must be
met, the reduction in bit rate needs to be compensated completely by the background
regions. In order to better divide the available bit rate, a trade-off can be made between
the different QPs corresponding to the ROIs and the background. Roughly, the bit rate
associated with the coefficients will be halved by increasing the QP by 6 in H.264/AVC.
As a result, it is clear that slightly reducing the quality of the ROIs will have a signif-
icant impact on the remaining quality of the background. Fig. 5(b) illustrates a more
realistic version of a ROI-based transcoded video, where approximately the same bit
rate as in Fig. 5(a) is obtained. The QP of the ROI is increased by 2, whereas the QP
for the background is raised by 16 instead of 24. The slightly reduced quality of the
ROI is hardly noticeable, whereas the artifacts in the background resulting from the
quantization are clearly less disturbing.
A high-level overview of the used transcoder architecture is given in Fig. 6. The
first component of the transcoder is a decoder loop, which reconstructs the pictures to
the pixel domain, and stores these pictures in the buffer. For these decoded pictures,
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Fig. 6 Overview of ROI-based adaptation (transcoder) tool.
object detection can be applied, resulting in the ROIs. The macroblock indices asso-
ciated with the ROIs are passed on to the encoder loop. For these macroblocks, it is
possible that no change in QP is incurred. Nonetheless, recalculation of the prediction
error is necessary, since the prediction values may have changed. For the background
macroblocks, requantization is executed with an increased QP. A second motion esti-
mation step is avoided by passing the motion parameters from the incoming bitstream
to the encoder loop. In this way, motion vectors, reference picture indices, macroblock
partitioning, and prediction modes are reused and passed on to the output bitstream
without additional computational complexity. This ‘short cut’ results in significant
computational complexity savings when compared to a coupled decoder-encoder with
full motion (re-)estimation.
Two strategies can be followed to resolve the issue of which QP to use during
transcoding. On the one hand, a fixed increase in QP can be used, so that the output
bit rate is a priori unknown. On the other hand, a rate control algorithm can steer the
QP selection so that the appropriate reduction in bit rate is achieved after transcoding.
During rate-controlled transcoding, the available bit rate for each frame can be divided
over the different detected objects, depending on the size of the area of the objects.
Furthermore, the rate control algorithm can base itself on the amount of bits that were
spent on the object region in the input bitstream, as an indication of the ‘complexity’
of the area to be coded. This information will be an asset when compared to encoder-
side rate control algorithms, where the algorithms are typically based on a prediction
of the texture complexity (expressed as mean absolute distortion (MAD) values) [36].
If desired, motion information can be changed to better reflect the updated in-
formation in the bitstream. Such a motion refinement step can help improve coding
efficiency of the output bitstream, hereby helping to further improve video quality given
the available bandwidth. In particular, in the case that ROI macroblocks are predicted
based on non-ROI macroblocks, or vice versa, it is likely that prediction will benefit
from an update in motion vectors or prediction modes. While this step can increase
computational complexity, intelligent algorithms can be designed that benefit from the
information in the input bitstream. This means that exhaustive motion estimation can
still be avoided.
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5 Rich media presentation
Section 3 presented how interesting objects can be located in a video, and Section 4
showed how this video can be adapted intelligently based on this information. This
section describes how a presentation layer is generated to interactively present the
adapted video to a user when dealing with mobile devices with constrained displays,
based on this ROI information.
In order to achieve a suitable presentation, the following requirements should be
met. The presentation system should:
1. be backward compatibility with simple audiovideo players, so that the content can
be displayed on every device;
2. be able to present multiple ROIs at the same time;
3. be able to present ROIs of rectangular;
4. be able to present dynamic ROIs, synchronized with the video;
5. allow a user to interact with ROIs;
6. and enable adapted presentation according to the ROI aspect ratio and to the
viewing device characteristics: screen size (in inches), screen resolution (in pixels),
and screen aspect ratio.
Additionally, from a user perspective, we can add that the presentation layer of-
fering the ability to zoom on a ROI should be as intuitive to use as possible. It should
not disrupt the video viewing experience and should accommodate different types of
videos: videos where the number of ROIs is low and quasi-constant such as in Fig. 5 and
videos where the number of ROIs is changing rapidly, with possibly several overlapping
ROIs, as in Fig. 4(b).
These requirements lead us to the use of a scene description to provide presentation
instructions. These presentation instructions indicate, to advanced multimedia players
(also called rich-media players), where the ROIs are, how and when to display them on
top of the video, how they change over time, and how the user may interact and view
them. When packaged properly, these instructions may be ignored by traditional audio-
video players such as VLC, thereby fulfilling requirement 1. There are many candidate
scene description technologies to fulfill the other requirements. We can cite the Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG) language and its extension, Lightweight Application Scene
Representation (LASeR); Flash, the de facto web standard for animated graphics and
video presentation (e.g. as on YouTube); the Binary Format for Scenes (BIFS), or the
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL).
In our scenario, the description of the presentation instructions is tightly coupled
with the video and the video content is described as a stream. We therefore naturally
decide to choose a stream-based description language. Additionally, since we require a
packaging format capable of storing separately the scene description and the video (to
fulfill requirement 1), we are therefore left with either MPEG-4 LASeR or MPEG-4
BIFS. Both languages are stream-based, can be created using XML or simply plain
text, then compressed or not, and finally streamed over IP or stored along the video
in an mp4 file, both allowing individual presentation of the video. In terms of expres-
siveness of the presentation, even though the detected ROIs are currently rectangular,
we require a language capable of representing arbitrary shaped ROIs. Although both
MPEG languages could allow it, we choose to create our presentation instructions using
the MPEG-4 BIFS language [16] since this language supports texture mapping.
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Fig. 7 Illustration of user-driven presentation when zooming into one of two ROIs.
We present now the structure of these instructions, which consist of an initial scene
(presented at T=0) and scene updates. Based on the ROI information extracted during
the analysis, we first compute the maximum number n of ROIs per frame for the whole
video duration. With this information, we build an initial scene which consists of a video
(Shape, Bitmap and MovieTexture nodes) on top of which n clickable rectangles (Shape,
and Rectangle nodes), initially invisible, are drawn. We also define n+1 viewports
(Viewport nodes) for each of the ROIs and for the non-zoomed version, used as the
initial viewport. Upon a click (detected by a TouchSensor node) on one of the ROI
rectangles, the associated viewport is bound (using a Route, a Conditional node, and
the set bind event of the Viewport node), and the video is therefore zoomed to show
the appropriate ROI, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The viewport also allows indicating if
the pixel aspect ratio is to be preserved or not and, if it is, how to fill the rest of the
viewport. An example is provided below, using the BIFS textual syntax. Note that the
body of the prototype RegionOfInterestProto is omitted for brevity.
PROTO RegionOfInterestProto [
exposedField SFInt32 hidden 1
exposedField MFString keyword [""]
exposedField SFVec2f position 0 0
exposedField SFVec2f size 0 0
eventOut SFBool activate
eventOut SFBool deactivate
] { ... }
OrderedGroup {
children [
Shape {
geometry Bitmap {}
appearance Appearance { texture MovieTexture { url "video.mp4" } }
}
DEF VP_MAIN Viewport { fit 1 size 1280 720 }
DEF ROI_MAIN TouchSensor {}
DEF C_MAIN Conditional { buffer { REPLACE VP_MAIN.set_bind BY TRUE } }
DEF VP1 Viewport { fit 1 }
DEF C1 Conditional { buffer { REPLACE VP1.set_bind BY TRUE } }
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...
Transform2D {
translation -360 216
children [
DEF ROI1 RegionOfInterestProto {}
...
]}]}
ROUTE ROI_MAIN.isActive TO C_MAIN.activate
ROUTE ROI1.activate TO C1.activate ...
Finally, we build a new scene update for each frame where the ROI changes. Each
update contains commands to hide/ show and set the position and size of the clickable
rectangles, and to set the position and size of the corresponding viewports. Each update
can contain a command to set the title of each ROI in order to include semantic
information into the presentation. An example of a scene update is provided below.
AT 40.04 { # time in milliseconds
REPLACE ROI1.hidden BY 0
REPLACE ROI1.keyword BY "Face1"
REPLACE ROI1.position BY 208 -160
REPLACE ROI1.size BY 48 48
REPLACE VP1.position BY -128 32
REPLACE VP1.size BY 48 48
REPLACE ROI2.hidden BY 0
REPLACE ROI2.keyword BY "Face2"
REPLACE ROI2.position BY 288 -160 ... }
The result of this generation process is then compressed into the BIFS binary format,
packaged into an mp4 file together with the video and played with the GPAC Rich
Media Player [18] on desktops or mobile devices.
It should be noted that even if this method relies on an initial scene with a defined
maximum number of ROIs, the update mechanism could also be used to insert new
ROIs dynamically. We can also remark that the purpose of this rather simple scene is
to enable the zooming into ROI. However, depending on the number and dynamicity
of the ROIs, the user interface in the scene needs to be carefully designed. First, if
there are many ROIs that overlap, the user will not be able to click (easily) on all of
them. To avoid this problem, one solution would be to move the selection of a ROI
to buttons, menus or clickable thumbnails on the side of the video, or to link them to
hardware buttons on the phone. Second, if the durations of ROIs are too short, the
user may not be able to click on them or may see rapid changes of zooming factor. In
particular, if the tracking is not handled correctly, sometimes a single object may create
two short-running ROIs at different instants in time instead of a single long-running
ROI. One way to solve this problem would be to filter out the ROIs that are too short.
Another way would be to make continuous, smooth transitions when a ROI disappears
and the zooming is deactivated. This could be done at the signal level or during the
translation into BIFS instructions, but in any case, we see that the quality of the user
interface is highly dependent on the quality of the tracking system.
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6 Performance results
6.1 Automatic content annotation
6.1.1 Accuracy results
As the generic spatial segmentation represents the main component of the annotation
pipeline, its performance has been further investigated. For the evaluation we use the
MPEG-4 testset with pixel accurate object masks as ground truth. Hence the objective
performance measures recall and precision can be computed:
Recall =
number of correctly detected foreground pixels
number of all foreground pixels
Precision =
number of correctly detected foreground pixels
number of all detected foreground pixels
A crucial factor of the algorithm is the post-processing, which transfers the decision
whether a pixel belongs to the foreground or background to the segment level, as
can be seen in Fig. 2(f). Consequently, the underlying color segmentation algorithm
that groups neighboring pixels to segments, has a significant impact. This aspect is
illustrated in Fig. 8(a), where the average recall and precision is shown in dependency
of the granularity, i.e. the average size of the segments.
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Fig. 8 Results of the generic spatial segmentation.
Obviously, too small segments as well as too large segments impair the performance.
In the former case the diffusion process is not able to remove the artifacts in the
difference image, whereas in the latter case the model assumption is violated, that the
pixels in each segment either fully belong to the foreground or background.
In Fig. 8(b) the recall and precision results are shown for the Stefan sequence at a
suitable operating point of the granularity. It can be observed, that especially at the
end of the sequence (frame 250 - 300) the recall rate decreases. This can be explained
by the fact that in this part of the sequence extreme camera panning as well as zooming
are simultaneously present, which impede the estimation of the artificial background.
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However, these outliers do not have a significant impact on the overall system for
personalized adaptation and presentation as we use rectangular region of interests,
whose trajectory and size are smoothed over time.
6.1.2 Complexity
The complexity of the presented system for personalized adaptation and presentation
of multimedia data is unequally distributed over the whole processing chain. Whenever
new multimedia data is added to a content repository, annotations have to be extracted.
This process is done once and is usually an off line operation. During playback, the
adaptation process has to be performed in real-time on a server in the network. In
addition, the playback device itself has to process the rich media presentation in real-
time.
Regarding the annotation process, it can be stated that the total complexity is
currently slightly too high for real-time processing on a standard personal computer
(e.g.: Intel Pentium 4, 14.4 GFlops). If the number of object categories is raised, the
specialized object detection task demands linearly growing resources, although, by
exploiting similarity of object features, the complexity can be reduced to logarithmic
growth [31].
Moreover, all parts of the annotation process qualify for massive parallelization,
which would allow execution on modern graphics processing units. Similar work has
been performed in [25]. An intrinsic latency will however always hinder real-time usage:
generic spatial segmentation as well as Kalman filtering require a buffer of “future”
frames for additional stability.
6.2 Adaptation and presentation
6.2.1 Rate-distortion results
The rate-distortion performance and the complexity of the transcoder were evaluated
by transcoding several sequences and comparing the results with results obtained by a
coupled decoder and encoder (i.e., a recoder). The original sequences were coded using
the H.264/AVC Joint Model reference software (version 17.0) using default coding
tools, Main profile, four reference pictures, full rate-distortion optimization enabled,
and IPP GOP structures.
To determine the difference between recoding and transcoding guided by ROI infor-
mation, the Joint Model reference software was adjusted to support ROI functionality.
During the creation of the adapted bitstreams, the same settings as applied to the
original sequences were used, and rate-distortion optimization was once enabled and
once disabled. The transcoded and recoded streams were generated by increasing the
original quantization parameters QPor with fixed values (∆QPROI and ∆QPBG):
QPROI = QPor +∆QPROI , (1a)
QPBG = QPor +∆QPBG, (1b)
with ∆QPBG −∆QPROI = c. (1c)
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By using fixed quantization parameters, the influence of rate control on the performance
results is eliminated. Large discrepancies in quality are avoided by setting the difference
between ∆QPROI and ∆QPBG to a constant value c.
In Fig. 9, rate-distortion results are shown for the Stefan and the CarII sequences.
During the creation of these rate-distortion results, two scenarios were envisaged.
Firstly, the dashed curves were generated by considering the bit rate and average
PSNR-Y, where the latter is calculated by attaching equal importance to the ROIs
and the background. Secondly, the overall bit rate and the PSNR-Y calculated using
only the ROIs were combined, as indicated by the full lines. This configuration roughly
corresponds to the situation where the user interacts with the presentation layer to
zoom into the important regions. Consequently, these two scenarios correspond with
the two extremes that can be obtained by using semantic PSNR (SPSNR [2]). In par-
ticular, by taking into account semantic relevance, this quality measure should better
reflect the perceived quality compared to the general PSNR.
As can be seen from the rate-distortion curves, the recoder outperforms the transcoder
in terms of rate-distortion. Whereas the transcoder adopts the macroblock modes, par-
titions, and the corresponding motion vectors from the original bitstream, the recoder
searches for the optimal partitioning modes and motion vectors taking into account the
requested quality. The gap between both approaches is about 0.5dB for small reduc-
tions in bit rate and slightly increases to 1dB when the difference between the original
and desired QP enlarges. This increasing gap is explained by the fact that larger mac-
roblock partitions (and in general, coarser motion information) will be preferred at
lower bit rates. While recoding evaluates the possibility of inserting larger partitions
for the adapted bitstream, the transcoder will reuse the partitions from the input bit-
stream. This discrepancy will lead to an increasing rate-distortion gap as ∆QPROI and
∆QPBG become larger.
As a final remark, on bit rate issues, we can also add that the cost of adding the
BIFS instructions alongside the H.264/AVC video in the mp4 container is negligible.
For example, we evaluated the mp4 file size increase when using BIFS instructions for
ROI display and interactivity ranges from 1 to 1.5%.
6.2.2 Timing results
Although the transcoder is outperformed by the recoder in terms of rate-distortion, it
is significantly computationally less demanding, as illustrated in Fig. 10. In particu-
lar, the complexity of the transcoding operation is mainly determined by the coding
blocks indicated in Fig. 6, such as the prediction, (forward and inverse) transform, and
quantization. When compared to full decoding and re-encoding, costly operations are
avoided, such as motion estimation and mode decision [38]. Consequently, significant
complexity savings can be accomplished by reusing the motion information. In this
light, a compromise could be found by refining the partitioning modes and motion
vectors to obtain higher rate-distortion results at the cost of increased computational
complexity [19,28].
For macroblocks in the ROIs, the same quantization parameter can be used as for
the input bitstream (for the case that ∆QPROI = 0). Nonetheless, the residual data
has to be recalculated for these macroblocks as well. This is necessary in order to avoid
drift, since the prediction pixels might have changed. As a result, the same coding
steps have to be executed for all macroblocks, and complexity remains identical for
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Fig. 9 Rate-distortion results for recoding and transcoding.
transcoding when more ROIs are added as well as when no ROI information is used as
in traditional approaches.
During playback, the necessary processing power will be determined by the number
of objects present at the same point in time. It can be assumed though, that to the user
there is an upper limit of objects for the utility of the presentation anyway. And for
typical cases, the cost of displaying the ROI on top of the video and of processing user
interaction is negligible and the presentation can easily be achieved on mobile devices.
6.2.3 Visual observations
In order to compare ROI-based transcoding with traditional transcoding techniques,
two adapted versions of the Crew sequence were created with approximately the same
bit rate, as illustrated in the top row of Fig. 11. The quality of the traditionally
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Fig. 10 Relative execution speed of the trancoder compared to recoding with rate-distortion
optimization enabled and disabled.
transcoded sequence on the right is constant over the entire image. On the other hand,
for the ROI-aware sequence on the left, the quality is higher for the important regions
and lower for the remaining parts as the amount of bits is apportioned according to the
priority levels of the regions. As a result, more artifacts can be observed on the walls
and lower parts of the bodies, whereas the faces remain sharp and clearly recognizable.
When watching this content on small display devices, detailed information can no
longer be distinguished. As explained in Section 5, dynamic presentation layers will
make it possible to easily zoom into the important parts of the video. As a result, the
majority of low quality regions will no longer be visible to the user and the displayed
part of the sequence will mainly coincide with high quality ROI blocks. As a conse-
quence, the average quality of the visible part of the ROI-based adapted video will be
higher compared to the traditionally transcoded bitstream, as depicted in the second
and third row of Fig. 11.
7 Conclusions
This paper described an architecture for personalized adaptation and presentation of
videos based on automatically extracted ROI information. The goal of this approach
is to deliver content to users with mobile devices with limited display and network
capabilities in a user-centric way in order to improve the user experience. First, by
using ROI information, more intelligent adaptations can be achieved by degrading the
quality of the different regions according to their importance. Furthermore, rich media
presentations are included to enable interactivity with these ROIs. Performance results
illustrated the advantages of combined ROI-based adaptation and presentation. To fur-
ther prove the usefulness of the combination of ROI-based adaptation and presentation
in real-world applications, future work includes the evaluation of the system based on
user studies.
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(a) ROI-based transcoded video (b) traditionally transcoded video
Fig. 11 Comparison of ROI-based and traditionally transcoding for the Crew sequence based
on the annotations in Fig. 4(a). The first row depicts the original resolution, the second row
illustrates the user-driven presentation when zooming into the ROI covering all faces, whereas
in the third row, we zoomed into the face of the person standing on the left.
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